10" Contractor Table Saw with Stand
CATALOG (SKU) NUMBER: MK-2705X1
Powerful 15.0 AMP motor delivers 4,800 RPM for improved performance. Large cutting capacity (3-9/16" at
90° and 2-1/2" at 45°); rips 4x material in one pass. Large 25" ripping capacity for cutting plywood/sheet
material. Easy to read scale with magnifying glass for increased accuracy. Smooth action rip fence slides easily
across the table for fast adjustments. "Tool-less" modular blade guard system with an adjustable riving
knife/spreader. Blade guard assembly with cam lock provides easy "tool-less" installation or removal. Electric
brake for maximum productivity. Adjustable dual side guards allow for ease of measurement from the blade
to the rip fence for cutting set-ups. Two onboard independent stowable anti-kickback pawls and riving
knife/spreader for through cuts. Release lever for easy riving knife/spreader height adjustments into 3
different positions for through, non-through and dado cuts. Guard design allows operator to view the blade
as it contacts the material. Aluminum die cast, precision machined table top remains flat and true for out of
the box accuracy. Large on/off switch for operator convenience Easy to read scale for faster bevel
adjustments. Complete storage capacity to hold most commonly used accessories including saw blade, power
supply cord, miter gauge, rip fence, push stick, wrench, blade guard and dado blade. 3/8" x 3/4" T-slot miter
gauge grooves accepts commercial accessories with T-formed shanks for versatile cutting. Saw blade
enclosed underneath the table to protect the blade during transport. Dead-on cam-locking rip fence and
bevel locking handle for fast and easy adjustments. Two pole slide system for raising and lowering blade for
more efficient and smoother adjustment of the blade depth. Accepts up to a 6" x 13/16" dado blade. Portable
Table Saw Stand. 5-Position height adjustment for increased comfort. Spring loaded mechanism for quick and
easy set up. Solid rubberized non-flat wheels for easier job site portability. Large rubberized handle for easier
job site mobility. Powder coated finished for extended durability. Portable design for fast storage.
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